Delta SubSea
MEC-Combi Crawler

Subsea Structure Inspection Tool

The MEC-Combi Crawler is a sophisticated self-crawling inspection system that supports the inspection and lifetime assessment of subsea structures ranging in size and complexity from risers, caissons, pipelines to platform structural legs
and flat surfaces like ship hulls. This Magnetic Eddy Current (MEC) inspection system operates on the Saturation Low
Frequency Eddy Current technique in combination with direct Ultrasonic wall thickness measurement. A versatile inspection tool, it also enables the incorporation of supporting advanced inspection techniques such as Pulsed Eddy Current,
laser triangulation system, camera system, etc to provide comprehensive and high density inspection data within a single
deployment.

MEC-Combi Crawler
The MEC-Combi Crawler enables the detection of localized defects and general wall loss in subsea structures while scanning externally. A change out of the curvature adaption allows the MEC-Combi Crawler to be used for the inspection of
smaller diameter pipes and flat surfaces like ship hulls. Deployed either vertically or horizontally by ROV or supported from
the installation by ROV or divers, the MEC- Combi Crawler moves up from the starting position along the subsea structure
to perform the inspection at an average speed of 10m/min. The signal data with encoded position details is trans-

ferred in real time via the umbilical to the inspection computer located at the ROV control unit on the support
vessel or on the installation to provide instantaneous inspection results. The advanced color condition mapping
report provides analysis of the internal and external defects in term of size, severity of wall loss and location of
defects and other occurrences.
The capabilities of the MEC-Combi Crawler are:
High detection sensitivity for external and internal
corrosion and defects
Ability to crawl up the structures and through the
splash zone while remaining in stable contact with
the inspection surface due to its integral buoy-		
ancy, hydraulic wheels and magnetic system
Ability to inspect through surface coating, clad or
paint and at various subsea depths

*Delta SubSea is not the manufacturer of this product.
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